UNTV TRANSMISSION GUIDE

UNTV feeds via fiber connect to two New York video hubs, Encompass Media and The Switch. All major networks have connectivity to one or both video hubs. At time of your booking, you can make arrangements for conversion.

Audio is embedded: Ch 1: Floor – Ch 2: English – Ch 3: French – Ch 4: Russian – Ch 5: Spanish – Ch 6: Chinese – Ch 7: Arabic

ENCOMPASS TEL# (tel # 800-295-4198 or +1-203-965-6300) bookings@encompass.tv
bboese@encompass.tv, jgarzillo@encompass.tv

Encompass requires no less than 48 hours advance notice in order to coordinate customer set up, transmission services and resources. Most customers may be asked to pay by Credit Card in advance or at time of service.

“the Switch” TEL.# (212) 227-9131 (Bookings) bookings@theswitch.tv
(212) 227-9191 (Network Operation Centre) noc@theswitch.tv reservations@theswitch.tv

New clients should contact davidshearer@theswitch.tv

You may inquire with the following organizations regarding their facilities for satellite television services/ live transmission services.

APTN TEL. # 1 212 621 7420 – Global Media Services (GMS) bookings@ap.org

REUTERS TV Help Desk in London: Phone: +44 20 7542 2244

EUROVISION TEL # (212) 265-3288 bookings@eurovision-us.net

INTELSAT TEL.# (404) 381-2900 Booking Department bookings@intelsat.com

GLOBECAST TEL.# (310) 845-3939 America.booking@globecast.com

BROADCAST QUALITY FILES

HD Broadcast quality files are available, free of charge, by sending a request to:

avlibrary@un.org The links will usually be sent out within an hour of speech delivery.

For any other questions, please contact UNTV at 917 367-9231 or 914 393-1072 or 212 963-0128 redi@un.org or kasper@un.org